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Abstract. Robot position monitoring and navigation with ease of use and implementation is a challenge for
researchers. The Path and Position Monitoring system (PPMS) is designed for the robot Platform Mokhtar.
The path followed by the robot during experimentation, is acquired and displayed graphically using PPMS.
The System provides a log of the location (x, y), movement velocity, number of steps for each movement, along
with the date and time as a text file. The data can be used to obtain the velocity and movement trajectory of
robot for further study. The PPMS can be used for navigation or any other application in robotic studies. The
paper presents the design and development of the system and its use in path monitoring of an autonomous
wind tracking robot. Various experiments carried out and the results obtained are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Continuous robot position and path monitoring are a
requirement in mobile robotics [1–3]. In general, Robot po-
sition and navigation can be categorized into three types
of Global, determining the robot position in absolute or
map–referenced terms, Local, based on robot position rel-
ative to objects and Personal takes into account the posi-
tion of various parts, their relative positions for handling
objects [2]. Amongst mentioned methods personal and lo-
cal navigation are used more for micro robots [2] but self–
positioning is more in demand in all research [4–6].

Gao and Tseng proposed self–positioning method to
measure the distance and orientation of the robot by a
sensor, relative to the previous point as it moves toward
the target [3].

One of the famous methods in self–positioning is intro-
ducing a landmark as a reference point. Lin and Chen
proposed two–dimensional (2D) barcode landmark (as
reference) which includes the absolute position and has
more abilities or error correction automatically [7]. For
automatic indoor positioning and orientation, the land-
marks are placed on the robot and the camera takes
pictures of them. Landmark angle and position are ac-
quired, through image segmentation, contour extraction,
curves matching characteristics to compute the robot’s
existing absolute position and heading angle.

Zeungnam et al. studied the 3D self–positioning for
a mobile robot with a set of some guide points using
vision(stereo camera) and proposed triple guide points
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work well for walking robot with a stereo camera in a
laboratory environment [8]. On the other hand, for posi-
tion estimation in addition to Vision based methods, some
method like odometry sensor (ultrasonic, infra–red), iner-
tial navigation [3] dead reckoning, etc. are also reported.

The main problem of the above method is due to drift
in response with time which affects the accuracy of esti-
mation, especially for ultrasonic and infra–red sensor by
the instability in the environment leading to false reflec-
tion and echoes [2]. Commonly the odometry and inertial
navigation methods use active beacons based on artifi-
cial landmark recognition, natural landmark recognition,
model matching for global position monitoring [5]. Orien-
tation and position detection methods based on precise
references like the lasers or encoders, in most of the cases
are accurate but have the drawback of restriction in ob-
ject movements [3,9].

Odometry method using encoder for position monitor-
ing is more reliable and recently researchers tried to find
a low cost solution [9–11] using the optical mouse. This op-
tical mouse sensor overcomes the common problem with
position monitoring [12]:

1. Wheels slipping (by not generating the proper mo-
tion of the robot)

2. Crawling (not measuring the robot motion by incre-
mental encoder).

Optical mouse cost and availability, inspire the re-
searcher to do some modification and used it in
ROBOCUP matches. The modified optical mouse with
the help of microcontroller and SPI interfaces used as a
tool for robot positing. The performance of their modified
optical mouse on different surfaces has been reported [13].
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On the other hand some researcher attempted use of four
computer mouse to get the benefit of accurate position-
ing [14].

The major objective of this work was to develop a sim-
ple, inexpensive, fast system for indoor robot application.
The present system gives the ability of monitoring the
current robot position as a primary step of navigation
based on ball type mouse odometer and providing a sim-
ple low cost solution for this problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
system design and description are dealt with in Section 2,
PPMS design evaluation in Section 3. Finally, paper is
concluded in Section 4.

2 System Design and Description

The main idea of this work started from the need to de-
velop a small, reliable and low cost solution for monitor-
ing the movement of wind tracker robot designed [15,16].
The requirement was to have a tool which can plot the
robot movement on–line, graphically and give the posi-
tion as well as a number of steps, velocity, to study the
performance of the tracking algorithm [17–19]. In the ap-
plication of wind tracker the robot is assumed to move
on the floor and hence the position is confined to two di-
mensions X and Y. A simple, low cost, position monitoring
system based on computer mouse has been designed for
the same.

2.1 The Path and Position Monitoring System
(PPMS)

In general, the computer mouse (Fig. 1) is defined as
a pointing device which has two rotating rollers (with 90
degrees apart) and attached disk, two sets of send and
receive infra–red sensors and a rotating ball (generally
made of metal or hard plastic) with ball holder for detect-
ing movement [20].

Fig. 1. Ball mouse parts.

2.1.1 PPMS Hardware

The computer mouse works same on the encoder
wheels and interprets the cursor motion on graphical
user interface (GUI) based on light passing between at-
tached disk and infra–red sensors when the roller moves.
The encoder signals are converted into motion of the
mouse along X and Y axes on the screen [6]. Considering
these features, the same principle was used for the posi-
tion monitoring system. The PPMS hardware as shown
in Fig. 2.

As in Fig. 2 shows, the PPMS hardware uses the com-
puter mouse as an odometric sensing device. Moving the
ball in any direction generates the signal which is trans-
ferred to the personal computer via a radio frequency

module. In order to obtain (X, Y) position as well as time
and velocity, an electrical relay is switched on every sec-
ond with the help of the accurate timing program running
on the ATMEGA 32 microcontroller.

Fig. 2. PPMS block diagram.

This acts as a mouse click in every second to get the
robot position accurately. On the other hand to send
data from robot platform to computer RF wireless mod-
ule CC2500 is used to rectify the limitation of mouse
wire. The position data and movement path are moni-
tored by the PPMS software, developed in visual basic
(VB6), which is described in the next section.

Fig. 3. PPMS hardware on Mokhtar robot platform views; (a)
top, (b) front and (c) side view.

Finally for position monitoring the PPMS is mounted
between front wheel of robot [12] platform Mokhtar as can
be seen in Fig. 3.

2.1.2 PPMS GUI

As Fig. 4(a) shows, the PPMS GUI contains two parts
of initialisation and path monitoring (Fig. 4(b)).

Fig. 4. The PPMS GUI.

The system begins with the initialization and calibra-
tion.The parameters set are the user name and the room
size (X and Y Dimension of room in meters). Based on
the above, the scaling factor named as room scale is cal-
culated and passed to path monitoring module.

The Path monitoring section acquires the position in-
formation, logs the location along with time and displays
movement of the robot. The robot movement status (sta-
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tionary or moving) indicator, clear option at bottom for
cleaning the page, etc. are provided.

At the time of path monitoring the user by entering his
name and room dimensions as well as scale can enter on
the path monitoring page and start the experiment. By
default the initial position of the robot is considered as
the origin also by clicking the clear button the cursor will
be transferred to the (0,0) location. The location (X, Y),
time, date, and each point of movement is logged into a
text file.

3 PPMS Design Evaluation

To examine the system performance, the PPMS sys-
tem was assembled on the robot platform of the
Mokhtar [15,16] movement speed of 6 cm

s and tested in a
room with dimension 3m × 2.8m × 2.5m [16], as shown
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Experiment environment and Mokhtar robot platform.

The robot was programmed for two different move-
ments.

1. Straight movement for each step of 14 cm zigzag
from a random starting point.

2. Movement with each step of 7 cm, from a random
starting point.

In each case the robot movement monitoring was suc-
cessfully acquired and showed graphically. The result of
a path monitoring map for 10 minute is shown in Fig-
ures 6 and 7.

Fig. 6. Robot movement.

Fig. 6 shows the robot path of straight movement and
Fig. 7 shows the zigzag path with 7 cm.

Fig. 7. Robot path monitoring.

4 Conclusion and Future Works

With the aim of developing a simple, inexpensive, fast
Path and Position Monitoring System for indoor robot ap-
plication PPMS has been designed. The result and per-
formance on our robot platform shows that the path and
position monitoring system (PPMS) is capable of position
mapping and monitoring the robot movement. In PPMS,
the ability of on–line movement trajectory as well as ob-
ject location is inbuilt using the computer mouse against
the previous work which just obtained the robot posi-
tion [12]. This path monitoring helps to explore the move-
ment of robot under various conditions. Also the data is
stored in files which can be accessed through other tools
for further analysis. Being cheap and simple permits use
of the PPMS on other robot platforms with ease.

By the systematic error in computer mouse [12] the
PPMS hardware has some limitation:

1. The system is not able to monitor the turning below
5 degrees.

2. In the case of surface roughness sometimes the ball
movement is not smooth leading to errors. The diffi-
culty can be rectified by the shock absorber or using
the optical mouse for darker backgrounds.

One of the major problems by using the computer
mouse is the movement limitation on screen. The ball
type mouse resolution before any modification in CPI
(Counts per inch) is between 100 to 200 [21]. This results
in a resolution of 1mm in X direction and 0.5mm In Y di-
rection and movement range of 20 cm in X direction and
16 cm in Y direction. This problem can be solved by mak-
ing the mouse speed slow by software and increase the
thickness of mouse rollers. On the other hand having the
extended page in four directions (West south, east, north)
with a separate sheet for each direction and adding the
previous X, Y from the main page also is a solution which
is used in this work.

Although to overcome the low sensitivity of optical
mouse to the white floor in our lab, the PPMS is designed
for a ball type mouse. But due to flexibility in design in
the case of the dark texture the ball mouse can be re-
placed by the optical mouse.

Future work will focus on doing the experiments with
PPMS to test wind and plume tracking performance of
Mokhtar. Its use for other robot platforms will also be in-
vestigated for prediction and estimation of robot position
in indoor applications.
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